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ENTER2012 - 1 month to go!
Waiting to see you all in Helsingborg!

ENTER 2012 in NUMBERS
6 Keynotes
51 Research papers
59 Industry Presentations
16 PhD students presentations
14 Scandinavian day presentations

IFITT President’s update
Dear friends,
I am writing this update from Hong Kong where you can see the incredible pace of
development in Asia and the rapid change and growth. Technology is instrumental to
everything we do and this is now so evident especially for the younger and digitally native people around the world that rely on technology and mobile applications and solutions for everyday life functions.
With Christmas and the ENTER conference approaching rapidly I would like to welcome you to ENTER2012 that promises to be one of the coolest events we ever had ?! I would like to make you aware
of the incredible programme that Rodolfo, Matthias, Tinkara, Nicolas and their team have put together
for us. See the programme online on www.enter2012.org. Malin and Pia in Sweden are also finalizing
the organization issues and the social programme to make sure that ENTER2012 is a memorable experience. We are currently finalising the programme and making the final arrangements . If you have suggestions or requests we will be very happy to receive them.
ENTER2012 eTourism Present and Future Services and Applications has attracted the wisdom of a number of very influential keynote speakers who will share their knowledge and expertise with the community and will help us understand where eTourism will be heading in the future. Keynotes include: Ed
Parsons, the Geospatial Technologist of Google; Professor Dr Schahram Dustdar, Vienna University of
Technology; Olaf Schlieper, National Tourist Board, Germany; Diego J. Lofeudo, Expedia Travel; Maria
Ziv, Marketing Director, VisitSweden; Joanna Matloka, 77Agency.
We are heading towards Christmas and reflect on the previous year, as well as my term as President of
IFITT is coming to an end. Hence, it is an appropriate moment to reflect the amazing journey that we
have gone through in the last year and the developments that we have experienced together as a community. This is also the time to express my gratitude to the Board for all the hard work that has gone
into IFITT this year. In particular to Wolfram for keeping us legal, safe and financial vibrand, to Tinkara
and Lorenzo for improving our marketing and communication functions, to Berendien and Paul for leading on the chapter front, to Rob for his insights in Research, to Ulli for taking us through the constitution and organizing the awards, to Andy for his wise advice, and to Rodolfo and Matthias for preparing
ENTER. I would also like to express my gratitude to Nicolas Gregory for making things happen and to
Soultana Symeonidou for innovating in our technological platforms. Thank you very much for sharing
the vision and making the journey amazing for the entire community.
IFITT has the coolest Christmas presents for friends, colleagues and family. Buy them a membership or
an ENTER package and give them the present of knowledge for life?!
I wish you a fantastic holiday and I am looking forward to welcome you to cool Sweden.
Professor Dimitrios Buhalis
IFITT President
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ENTER2012 Updates
Enter 2012 is about to start.
In the past months the whole team has worked hard to put together a program
which includes the most advanced research on eTourism combined with a series
of testimonials from both the industry and the destination management organizations. As for the past, a special care has been taken in selecting some of the
most important and active protagonists in this field to keynote about the state of
the art of ICTs applications to tourism and hospitality.
Maria Ziv, of Visit Sweden and Olaf Schlieper of the German National Tourist
Board will discuss about the possibilities offered to a country by the contemporary technologies. Their innovative implementations are well known and are a clear
sign of what is possible to achieve when a well defined eTourism strategy is coupled with a good capacity to put in practice ideas and principles.
Diego Lofeudo of Expedia Travel represents that essential activity that consists of addressing tourists
needs and preferences and helping them in choosing the best possible solution for their travels. Intermediaries, such as Expedia, play a major role in the sector today as in the past. Diego will deal with
how the emerging Web 2.0 and social media functionalities have changed and are changing the relationship between travel agencies and consumers and how the multiplied distribution channels can be
better harmonized in order to allow tourism service providers to better exploit this world for their businesses.
The possibilities opened by online social networks and by the increased production of personalized contents are of great interest for the market, and Joanna Matloka of 77Agency focuses on this topic. She
will discuss the main issues connected with presenting oneself to the public and how the peculiarities of
an increasing proliferation of real-time mobile operations with a push towards contextualization in
terms of both contents and geographic location.
Geography is, with little doubt, a crucial matter for any travelling individual. Ed Parsons is the Geospatial
Technologist of Google. His main task is to spread an intelligent usage of the incredible set of mapping
tools made available on the Internet by Google. Not only simple mapping, but a wealth of possibilities to
organize, and retrieve, information which in a way or another has a link with a location on the Earth.
It is difficult to understand what happens today and what might happen tomorrow in eTourism without
broadening the perspective and without cross fertilizations from other fields. The keynote by Schahram
Dustdar of the Vienna University of Technology has this objective. Prof. Dustdar is a Distinguished Scientist of ACM and has a wide experience in researching studying cutting edge technologies. Presently he is
involved in investigating context-aware computing, social computing and sustainable uses of information
technologies. We have little doubts that his speech will provide a stimulating and provoking occasion to
reflect on the relationship between computers and our lives and our businesses.
The Enter team has done a great job in assembling and organizing an even more attracting and exciting
conference. I thank all of them for their efforts and look forward to meeting all the participants in Helsingborg next January.
Professor Rodolfo Baggio
ENTER2012 Chair
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What’s New in Journals (edited by Rob Law and Daniel Leung)
Title: Travel agents and Destination Management Organizations: eLearning
as a strategy to train tourism trade partners
Author: Nadzeya Kalbaska
Journal: Information Technology & Tourism, Volume 13, Issue 1, Pages 3-12
DMOs resently use a variety of new technologies to pass marketing messages to potential clients and coordinate all the partners and industries involved in the production and
delivery of the tourism products and services. With more DMOs do harness digital technologies to offer a full learning experience (eLearning) about the destination and its
attractions, this article offers an overview of the existing online courses run by national
destination management organizations (DMOs) to better equip travel agents and tour
operators in the sales activities of tourist destinations. These online courses represent
one of the B2B offers by DMOs and an interesting opportunity for travel agents, who are
trying to find their identity and competitive advantage within the context of eTourism.
The websites of National Ministries of Tourism/Tourism Boards of 192 officially recognized UN member states have
been taken into consideration: 69 of them present such an eLearning offer, almost double that of 2009 during which
only 37 were available. DMOs’ courses were analyzed along a triangle-shaped framework, encompassing people involved, learning strategies, and content and learning goals. Courses present main characteristics of the destination, hospitality and tourism offers, and tips on how to sell it; most of them award an ad hoc certificate upon completion of a final
test. When compared to the courses available in 2009, in 2011 more interactive features and multimedia contents are
found, hence making those eLearning experiences more engaging for travel agents.

Title: A Framework of Search Engine Use for Travel Planning
Author: Daniel R. Fesenmaier, Zheng Xiang, Bing Pan and Rob Law
Journal: Journal of Travel Research, Volume 50, Issue 6, Pages 578-601.
Search engines have become a primary tool for travel planning and, as such, have
become an important element in the marketing efforts of destination marketing organizations. A number of recent studies have confirmed the importance of search engines
in terms of various facets of an information search process, an online travel planning
process, and various factors affecting the use of search engines. On the other hand, the
existing literature has demonstrated that because of the dynamic relationships among
search engine providers, the tourism industry, and travelers, it is essential that destination marketing organizations understand how search engines are used by travelers within the travel planning process. This study proposed a three-stage model that provides
a framework for examining how online travelers use search engines and how different
aspects of the travel planning process shape this use.
The model was evaluated based on a national survey of American online travel planners, and the findings provide significant insight into the role of search engines for travel planning. Findings from American online travel planners confirm
that most Americans use general search engines quite extensively for travel planning along with many other online
tools. The results also show that those using search engines tend to be very active and involved travel planners. They
also tend to use a variety of online tools or websites within the overall travel planning effort. This study offers a framework with which to examine the antecedents, the process, as well as the outcomes in the use of search engines for travel planning. As such, this study can be used as the stepping stone for future research to explore and empirically test
many of the important relationships in online search behavior within a travel planning context.
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PhD student self presentation (edited by Ulrike Gretzel)
The Influence of Smart Phone Technology on Family Vacations
I am a PhD candidate in the School of Marketing at the University of Wollongong in Australia as part of the
Institute for Innovation in Business and Social Research and Laboratory for Intelligent Systems in Tourism
(LIST). I started a Masters program at Texas A&M University and then transferred into the PhD program here
in Wollongong where I recently defended my research proposal. My research looks at how smart phones
influence family bonding in everyday life and on vacation. I also have interest in other areas of technology
and tourism including social media marketing, technology adoption in event management, and religious tourism.
I received my Bachelor of Science in Tourism Administration from Texas A&M University in 1994 and have
been working in the tourism industry for the last 15 years. I have specifically worked in hotel and hospitality management, event management, environmental interpretation, and the airline travel and tour operator industry.
The supervisors for my PhD proposal are Dr. Ulrike Gretzel, Dr. Katina Michael, and Dr. Rodney Clarke. My thesis involves qualitative research
looking at family groups and how they use smart phones to support relationships within the family. Diverse family structures and rapidly increasing technology has changed the way families communicate. I am looking at how families function on a daily basis and on vacation to see
if vacations are being viewed differently and if there are different rules for families and technology use while on vacation. This is a longitudinal
study that will include different family structures including traditional families, single parent families, multigenerational families, second marriages with step children, and couples. My research includes interviews, family group discussions, observations, and smart phone analysis to
see how the phone is being used in two different context and whether it facilitates or hinders family bonding..
My research will bring a greater understanding of the role that the smart phone plays in family relationships everyday and on vacation. I hope
to provide a greater understanding of the modern family and how smart phone use affects the travel experience. There are also broader implications for the tourism industry in understanding how tourism operators can adapt their offerings to enrich the family experience.
Heather Kennedy-Eden
HLKE897@uowmail.edu.au
http://iibsor.uow.edu.au/researchstudents/index.html

eLearning courses about tourism destinations: travel agents and DMOs perspective
I am currently a PhD candidate at the Faculty of Communication Sciences, working under the supervision of professor Lorenzo Cantoni. I received my BSs in Cultural Heritage Interpretation and its use in tourism at the European
Humanities University (Vilnius, Lithuania). Then in 2007, after getting a grant from the Swiss National Science Foundation, I moved to Switzerland, where I obtained my MSs in Economics and Communication, with a Major in International Tourism. Since 2008, I have been working as a researcher at webatelier.net, a research and development
laboratory that deals with all aspects of New Media for Tourism Communication. Here I am managing several eLearning-related projects for both academia and industry.
My research activities primarily focus on eLearning integration into the hospitality and tourism sector. What especially fascinates me is how Destination Management Organizations collaborate with trade partners, and particularly how they help travel agents upgrade their knowledge in order to sell the destination effectively and efficiently.
My plan for the next months is to further define my research model and conduct case studies for my thesis (with
Switzerland and New Zealand Tourism Boards, which have created and successfully run eLearning platforms for travel agents), as well as to
spend the third year of my PhD in a research institution outside of Switzerland.
Recently, I have obtained a grant that allowed me to spend a period as a visiting researcher at the School of Hotel and Tourism Management,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University and to get an amazing working and studying experience with professor Rob Law and his dynamic
research team.
Moreover, I have been actively involved in the organization of two past ENTER conferences (in Lugano and Innsbruck), and am planning to
participate at ENTER2012 in Helsingborg. I am keen to present my research at the PhD Workshop as well as to meet other PhD students in the
field and discuss the fascinating world of eTourism.
Nadzeya Kalbaska
nadzeya.kalbaska@usi.ch
http://www.linkedin.com/in/nadzeyakalbaska
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IFITT wishes you all a Merry Christmas and great 2012!
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